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TeachFX’s mission 
is to promote 

more meaningful
and more equitable 
classroom dialogue

by empowering teachers 
with feedback on their 

instruction.





Three key research ideas 
underlie our work:
1. STUDENT TALK ⇢ Students need to speak 

in order to learn. (Holthuis et al., 2014)

2. EQUITY ⇢ Vulnerable populations benefit 
the most from speaking in class but get far 
fewer opportunities to do so than their 
peers. (Ho, 2005)

3. FEEDBACK ⇢ To improve learning 
outcomes, teachers need frequent 
feedback on their instruction (Hill, 2020)



About the TeachFX model
● The TeachFX app

Teachers record with the TeachFX app, 
which has now been proven efficacious 
in three independent, large-scale RCT 
studies.

● Workshops with teachers
Our Professional Learning team helps 
teachers use high-leverage practices 
and leverage TeachFX data in PLCs.

● Leadership team coaching
We work with instructional leaders to 
achieve their goals and build ongoing 
capacity to support teachers. 



Meet our co-hosts





Invest 
in your 
best?



 Two Key Practices to Retain & 
Support Your Teachers

Data-Informed 
Feedback

Personalized
Professional

Learning



Engage

Non-Evaluative
Low stakes for teachers to 
modify their own thinking 

and behavior

Objective
It’s a snapshot of what 

happened, 
pre-interpretation.

Frequent
Teachers choose when to 

get feedback, and it’s 
private to them

Data-informed feedback



Principals share with us…

“I simply can’t 
observe every 
classroom. I’m 

only able to focus 
on a few teachers 

at a time…” “I want to give 
feedback to every 

teacher and in a way 
that feels more 

supportive than 
evaluative.”

“Our teachers are so 
busy, 

it’s hard to imagine 
having time for 

meaningful 
reflection.”



The amount of student 
talk and teacher talk

TeachFX empowers educators with 
data-informed feedback

Teachers’ use of 
questioning

Use of standards-aligned 
academic vocabulary



How can principals deliver 
data-informed feedback?



Why personalize 
professional learning?



*TNTP: THE MIRAGE Confronting the Hard Truth About Our Quest for 
Teacher Development 

One-size-fits-all PD is expensive, time- 
consuming, and ineffective

Over several years, teachers saw their evaluations scores:

decline improve

Only 3 in 10 teachers demonstrated 
substantial improvement.

Most teachers are marching in place - and some are even 
seeing their performance decline.

remain relatively the same

https://tntp.org/assets/documents/TNTP-Mirage_2015.pdf
https://tntp.org/assets/documents/TNTP-Mirage_2015.pdf


What is personalized 
professional learning?



Effective, Personalized 
Professional Learning Is:

Teachers’ skill development and 
the goals of the school are aligned

Intentional
 A continuum of rigor: robust, 

diverse, and increasingly more 
rigorously applied

Continuous
No doubt on what is going to be 
learned, why it is important, and 

how it can be used in the classroom 
to support student achievement

Explicit



Professional 
Learning 

Matrix



How can you 
personalize PL in 
ways that honor 
both your time and 
your teachers’ 
time?

Our Growth
Cycle



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8T6r_xyXkdk


TeachFX app provides instructional insights









The more teachers use TeachFX, the more 
their student talk increases

Average student talk increases for all TeachFX users



TeachFX 
Coach Mode

Meet your new 
co-pilot for classroom 

observations & 
walkthroughs

New!



Ask us anything!

Ten of today’s attendees will win a copy of 

Invest in Your Best: 9 Strategies to 
Grow, Support and Celebrate Your 

Most Valuable Teachers.  



TeachFX

To learn more about TeachFX 
for teachers at your school:

Scan the QR code or visit 
teachfx.com/meet


